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Industry projects improve student Marketability
by Beth Bateman
Thorn Reporter
Next fall, seniors in Rose-Hulman
electrical and computer engineering
department (ECE) programs will under-
take some 30 design projects sponsored
by various companies from around the
United States, according to Fred Beny,
professor of electrical and computer
engineering. Students will work on the
projects in warns of 4 to 6 students, and
they will have an academic year to com-
plete their work.
According to Berry, there are cur-
rently several industrial sponsors for the
projects, including Chevron Interna-
tional, Integrated Controls (ICON),
Central and Southwest, Iseley Enter-
prises, Ram Tech, Viewpoint Electron-
ics Corp., Best Lock, Dwyer
Instruments, Inc., Bioanalytical Sys-
tems, Inc., TRW, and ABS. However,
the specific aspects of the student
projects have not yet been fully deter-
mined, Berry expects them to be final-
ized this summer.
Beny says that the format of these
projects will allow "more flexibility and
freedom" than students' previous design
projects. The assignment of projects will
be based both on the students' prefer-
ences and the extent to which the project
matches their skills. Initially, students
will submit resumes describing their
--
Two of the companies at the career fair this week, Dwyer Instruments
and TRW are also sponsors of design projects. Photo by Chris Hansen
technical and personal strengths, and
they will view abstracts for all of the
projects. Berry described how the teams
are then formed: "We'll arbitrarily pick
people to assemble the teams, then have
a sort of NFL draft, where [the team
captains] can 'bid' on who they need."
According to Berry, after the teams
have formed, they can then decide
which project they request to do. The
ECE faculty makes the final decision as
to who works on each project If a team
wants to do a particular project "they
will write up a justification as to why
they should do that project The team
with the best proposal is then awarded
with that project" Teams who are not
assigned to their chosen projects or did
not make pmposals are matched up
according to their skills and interests.
Once the teams have been assigned
to projects, they must meet with the
industrial sponsors to obtain a clear
understanding of their expectations.
Berry says that it will also be very




to report their progress.
Although finding
lab space for the
projects was currently a
problem, Berry
believes that students
will have areas in some
moms of Moench Hall
to store their projects,
and some of the
projects will be done at
the sponsoring com-
pany. Equipment that
Rose does not have
will either be pur-




merit of the projects will be based pri-
marily on the quality of work students
put into their project Beny said that
them will be no penalty to students for
an unfinished project, especially if it is
due to uncontrollable cimumstances, "if
the team is working, making an honest
effort, and making progress."
Professor Berry's involvement with
the industry-sponsored projects similar
to the work that he did for a similar pro-
gram at Louisianna Tech University
where he previously worked. He feels
that these projects are important because
they are "consistent with the mission of
[Rose-Hulnian]-to put out the best engi-
neering, science, and math majors possi-
ble," which he believes will make
students mom marketable to employers.
Beny said that wronging these
projects has been "an entire (ECE)
departmental effort. We've been laying
the groundwork [for the projects] for 3
or 4 years. Everyone has been very
enthusiastic." Contributions of the vari-
ous ECE professors include industrial
contacts and offers of assistance with the
upcoming projects.
Most importantly, Berry believes that
the projects will help prepare the future
engineers for work in the industry. He
said that when he was looking for a job,
companies were willing to train gradu-
ates for 1 or 2 years. Now, however, the
situation has changed. Companies are
now hiring experienced graduates
instead to save the expense of training
students.
—The more we can make our stu-
dents job-ready, the better their chance
of finding an industry job," explained
Berry.
Belly also hopes that the work on the
projects will "ensure that students have a
better competitive edge [in the job mar-
ket] and will help students bring
together all they've learned."
Student input should guide decision-making in next SGA administration
President
NItehael Dean 3t a junior niecharmil
(itTioeciring inz*ir lion) Gland Rmkis,
Miciiigan. Dean believes that the tyesi-
dent must provide leadership for the sen-
1 ate and represent the student Txxlv in all
forms, TI elected, Dun says that be will
initially clean :up 'many of the 'internal
problems of, the SGA. turning it into a
-well-oiled nlatitine." fltrt.herrnort .Dean
plans to make the :SGA start wofking for
students as opposed to just inonitoring
clubs. . •
Dean's leadership experience includes
serving its the leader of the Open Forum, a
group of students trying to improve the
worlsings of the SGA. Also, Dean has
been the President and head waeh or
Rum's Volleyball Club; a member of the
Quality of Education Comturttee, and is a
trionber of the College Republicans.: •
. • ; •





Ransom would like to 
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member of the Executive Coundl, Ran.
-,ont would like to get involved in findint,
mom financial aid for Rose-Huh-nun stu-
dents
Bryan •rowne a sophomore electrical
engineer from Chillicothe, Of
Towne believes the SCiA President
.should ad as a liaison betyveen the fac.-
airy and students. Towne would like to
increase student-faculty relations as
well as increase the power of the ,311-
thrcti in decisions regarding dialies in
their curriculums.
Towne's leadeNhip experience in.
C [tides icrving as high sehool stadent
body president and Pi kappa Alpha
Midwest Regiou vice-president. Towne
is.• an Eagle Scout and is involved iri the
Rose Jazz Band:
Chrtstopher,:gp4•is a sophomore
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• ", the SGA 
by Beth Bateman and Pete Anderson
Thorn Reporters
New blood will be infused into the Stu-
dent Government Association (SGA) with
elections for president and vice-president
slated for Tuesday.
The elections come off the heels 'of last
week's primary elections which saw the
field slimmed to two candidates per race.
Michael Dean and Bryan Towne will vie
for the opening president position and
Chris Repo and Ed Ransom are competing
for the office of vice-president.
Departing President Shawn Eads encour-
aged the new officers to put students first.
"I want the next SGA president to try to
continue to put the power in the hands of
the students," Eads explained.
Several voters agreed with Eads on the
importance of student opinion.
"[SGA] should keep the student body in
mind when they make decisions and look
toward us to improve the future at Rose,"
commented sophomore chemical engineer-
ing major Michelle Williams.
Weeks Heist, junior electrical engineer-
ing major, agreed that the SGA needs to
"keep the administration wary of problems
students have."
Based upon an informal straw poll, the
expectations for the next generation of stu-
dent government run high.
"They should live up what they say,
improve the school, and represent [the stu-
dents] well," added Sarah Waite, sopho-
more mechanical engineering major.
Outgoing vice-president Chris Meyer
labeled senator enthusiasm as a major key
for improving the student senate.
"The next vice-president needs to
increase senator involvement and encour-
age them to speak up and voice their opin-
ions," Meyer urged.
In addition to improving the senate, vot-
ers believed that the vice-president should
work to communicate ideas from students
to the administration.
"The vice-president's duty should be to
act as a liaison between the SGA executive
committee and the students," insisted Don-
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* Bookstore Open, Hulman Union,
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
* Women's Basketball, Hanover
College, Shook Fieldhouse, 1 p.m.
(Broad cast On WSDM-FM, 97.7)
* Men's Basketball, Franklin
College, Shook Fieldhouse, 3 p.m.
(Broad-
cast On WSDM-FM, 97.7)
* Candlelight Dinner, Main Dining
Room, 5:30 p.m. (Reservations
Needed)
* Drama Club, "1940's Radio
Hour," Moench Hall Auditorium,
7 p.m.
Feb. 8
St. Joseph's Campus Center Winter
Euchre Tournament, Worx, 1 p.m.
Feb. 14
Valentine's Dance, St. Mary's-of-
the-Wood's College, Le Fer Hall,
8p.m. - Midnight
Today and Tomorrow
Fri., Jan 31—Bill Sisson Retirement Party, North
Room, 7 p.m.
Fri., Jan 31—Take Five, Shook Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.-
Midnight
Fri., Jan 31—Drama Club, "1940's Radio Hour,"
Moench Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Fri., Jan 31—Swimming, Millikin University, Terre
Haute North Swimming Pool, 7 p.m.
Fri., Jan 31—Track, at University of Notre Dame/
Indiana University Invitationals
Fri., Jan 31—Wrestling, at Monon Bell Classic,
Crawfordsville, 6:30 p.m.
Fri., Jan 31—Career Services Interviews: Comed
Sat. Feb. 1—Mom's Day:
* Bookstore Open, Hulman Union, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
* Women's Basketball, Hanover College, Shook
Fieldhouse, 1 p.m. (Broadcast On WSDM-FM,
97.7)
* Men's Basketball, Franklin College, Shook
Fieldhouse, 3 p.m. (Broadcast On WSDM-FM,
97.7)
* Candlelight Dinner, Main Dining Room, 5:30 p.m.
(Reservations Needed)
* Drama Club, "1940's Radio Hour," Moench Hall
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 1—Wrestling, at Monon Bgll Classic,
Crawfordsville, 9 a.m.
February 2-8
Mon. Feb. 3—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Berzsenyi's Calculus II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.
Mon. Feb. 3—Career Services Interviews: Burgess
& Niple
Tues. Feb. 4—Institute Meeting, E-104, 4:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 4—Computer Science Seminar, ".1,001
Ways To Make Implementation Easier," Chad
Maloney, G-222, 3:25 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 4—Learning Center Workshop, "Internet
Use," Pat Carlson of Rose-Hulman, L-130, 4:30
Tues. Peb. 4—Verbal Self Defense Workshop,
"Listening Skills," Heritage Room, Hulman
Union, 7 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 4—Women's Basketball, Anderson
University, Shook Fieldhouse, 7 p.m. (Game
Broadcast On WSDM-FM, 97.7)
Tues. Feb. 4—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Erwin's Chemistry II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics II, G-219, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 4—Career Services Interviews: York
International
Wed. Feb. 5—President's Administrative Council,
North Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Wed. Feb. 5—Men's Basketball, DePauw
University, Shook Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m. (Game
Broadcast On WSDM-FM, 97.7)
Wed. Feb. 5—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Berzsenyi's Calculus II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 5—Career Services Interviews: National
Air Intelligence Center, Rockwell
Thur. Feb. 6—Explore Engineering (Balsa Wood
Bridge Building), Civil Engineering Labs, 7-9
p.m.
Thur. Feb. 6—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Erwin's Chemistry II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics II, G-219, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Thur. Feb. 6—Career Services Interviews: VLSI
Technology, Tellabs •
Fri. Feb. 7—Army ROTC Dining Out, St. Mary-of-
the-Woods College, 6:30 p.m.
Fri. Feb. 7—Swimming, at DePauw University,
Greencastle, 5 p.m.
Fri. Feb. 7—Wrestling, at Wheaton Invitational,
Wheaton, Ill., TBA
Fri. Feb. 7—Career Services Interviews: Advanced
Automation Technologies, Inc.
Sat. Feb. 8—Fine Arts Series, Pianist Richard
Glazier, Moench Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 8—Track, Vincennes University, Shook
Fieldhouse, Noon
Sat. Feb. 8—Men's Basketball, at Hanover College,
Hanover, Ind., 3 p.m. (Game Broadcast On
WSDM-FM, 97.7) •
Sat. Feb. 8—St. Joseph's Campus Center Winter
Euchre Tournament, Worx, 1 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 8—Swimming, at Eureka Invitational,-
Eureka, Ill., 10 a.m.
Sat. Feb. 8—Wrestling, at Wheaton Invitational,
Wheaton, Ill., TBA
February 9-15
Mon. Feb. 10—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program, Berzsenyi's Calculus II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.
Mon. Feb. 10—Career Services Interviews:
McLaren/Hart; IBM
Tues. Feb. 11—Fundamentals Of Engineering Test
Entry Deadline, Civil Engineering Department
Office
Tues. Feb. 11—Verbal Self Defense Workshop, "12
Special Rules For College Students," Heritage
Room, Hulman Union, 7 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 11—Wrestling, at Wabash College,
Crawfordsville, 6:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 11—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Erwin's Chemistry II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics II, G-219, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 11—Career Services Interviews:
Automated Analysis; Phelps Dodge Magnet Wire
Company; RITRON, Inc.
Wed. Feb. 12—Presidents Administrative Council,
North Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Wed. Feb. 12—Men's Basketball, at Anderson
University, Anderson, 7:30 p.m. (Game Broadcast
On WSDM-FM, 97.7)
Wed. Feb. 12—Women's Basketball, at Lincoln
Christian, Lincoln, Ill., 7 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 12—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Program, Berzsenyi's Calculus II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wed. Feb. 12—Career Services Interviews: Xilinx,
Inc.; Cummins Engine Co.
Thur. Feb. 13—Learning Center Supplemental
Instruction Programs, Erwin's Chemistry II, G-
221, 7-8:30 p.m.; Kirtley's Physics II, G-219, 7-
8:30 p.m.
Thur. Feb. 13—Career Services Interviews: BSA
Design; Qualcomm, Inc.
Fri. Feb. 14—Men's Indoor Track, at Purdue
University Invitational, West Lafayette
Fri. Feb. 14—Valentine's Dance, St. Mary's-of-the-
Wood's College, Le Fer Hall, 8p.m. - Midnight
Fri. Feb. 14—Career Services Interviews: NCR
Corp.
Sat. Feb. 15—Regional Mathcounts Competition,
Hulman Union
Sat. Feb. 15—Alumni Basketball Game:
* Recent Alumni vs. '96-97 Junior Varsity, 1 p.m.
* Alumni Game, 2:45 p.m.
* Tour of Alumni Center for Athletics &
Recreation, 4:30 p.m.
* Dinner For Alumni & Guests, Hulman Union,
5:30 p.m.
Sat. Feb. I5—Women's Basketball, at Manchester
College, North Manchester, 1 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 15—Men's/Women's Track, at Uniy. of
Indianapolis Invitational, 11 a.m.
Sat. Feb. 15—Wrestling, at Univ. of Indianapolis
Greyhound Invitational
Sat. Feb. 15—Rifle, at Western Collegiate
Conference Championship, Columbus, Ohio
Coming soon to an issue near you
Feb. 17 — Admissions On-Campus Visitation
Day, 1-4:30 p.m.
Feb. 18 — Women's Basketball, Franklin
College, Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.
Feb. 19.— National Engineers Week's Visitation
Day
Feb. 19 — Men's Basketball, Wabash College,
Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 21 — Spring Quarter Fee Payments Deadline
Feb. 24 — Final Exams For Winter Quarter
Begin, 8 a.m.
Feb. 26 — Computer Science Senior Expo, North
Room, II a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Feb. 27 — End Of Winter Quarter, 5 p.m.
Feb. 27-29 — Pacific Coast Teaching Institute
Mar. 8 — State Mathcounts Competition,
Hulman Union
Mar. 10 — Spring Quarter Begins, 8:05 a.m.
Mar. 13 — Regional JETS Contest, Throughout
Campus, 5:30-9 p.m.
Mar. 15 — Fine Arts Series, "Almost, Mr.
Edison, Almost," 7:30 p.m.
Mar. 21-22 — Rose-Hulman Undergraduate
Mathematics Conference
Mar. 22 — Fine Arts Series, Engineers In
Concert, 7:30 p.m.
Apr. 5-13 — Spring Break
Apr. 10 — Rose-Hulman Showcase/Pre-
Conference Open House
Apr. 11-12 — National Assessment Conference,
Hulman Union
Apr. 19 Fundamentals Of Engineering Exam
May 2-3 — Delta Sigma Phi Basketball
Marathon, Shook Fieldhouse
May 2-3 — Drama Club, "The Music Man,"
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
May 3 — Rose Show/Family Weekend/Honors &
Awards Banquet
May 9-10 — Drama Club, "The Music Man,"
Auditorium, 8 p.m. •
May 25 — Dedication Of Olin Hall Expansion
May 30 — End Of Spring Quarter/1996-97
Academic Year
May 31 — Commencement, Shook Fieldhouse,
11 a.m.
June 19-20 — Sunrayce 97 Overnight Stop On
Campus
Submissions To Campus Events
Events may be pzaubbliosnheciotilCividuai
Information on club meetings,.
Events
shely and athleticrgall  events includingam pus
athl times andoleecatturkn Ws may
be submitted
communications. tass°edilco .Co...jaafmPt7.47ixrecC1 ati;et'ornodfxrte:ninsiconareyof
plans. agendastliTsartipecciffales ormcontainingation
Thorn.
All submissionsshmldbsubinitte(it:nis bthet 
Rose
eose eby
Wednesday, at noon, in order to 
be 
published
in Campus Eventsin the Rose Thorn on
Friday.
Make sure to stop in the
bookstore to enter
the drawing for a big
teddy bear.
Drawing is February 13.
as
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Students, staff guilty of violating parking regulations
by Thomas Hill
News Editor
According to Jess Lucas, vice president
of student affairs, there has seemingly
been a general disregard of for all visitor
parking.
Lucas explained that open parking
spaces reserved for visitors are usurped by
Rose-Hulman students or staff. Visitors
who have received directions to visitor
parking spaces must park in a remote
alternative parking space after failing to
find any available visitor parking spaces.
In addition, delivery trucks are inhibited
from making safe deliveries when the visi-
tor parking areas near or en route to the
Hulman Memorial Student Union become
heavily crowded.
These complications motivated the
implementation of a new vehicle towing
policy, effective Monday, which will be
enforced by the Rose-Hulman campus
security office. Students or staff improp-
erly parked will be towed at their own
expense, which Lucas estimates will be
$30 to $50.
"We encourage everyone to register
your vehicle. We don't want to inconve-
nience anyone if we don't have to. [The
new policy should] get the entire campus
to realize we've got a problem and we're
going to solve it. We're asking for cooper-
ation to get this [problem] solved but if
you don't get that cooperation, then you
take some kind of tougher approach,"
explained Lucas.
On Monday, campus security will begin
enforcing the new policy by towing vehi-
cles improperly parked in a visitor parking
space around the Hulman Memorial Stu-
dent Union and Deming Hall, near the
Olin Hall construction project or the Had-
ley Hall cul-de-sac, said Lucas. Security
personnel can determine if faculty or stu-
dents without parking decals on their vehi-
cles are parking in visitor parking spaces,
by checking license plate number through
the Indiana State Police.
Lucas added, "If it takes towing 10 to
20 cars [to remove non-visitors from visi-
tor parking spaces], then that's what will
be towed."
Next, the campus security office will
target vehicles parked lacking a parking
decal. Lucas also claims that security
office personnel have already begun col-
lecting information such as license plate
numbers on automobiles parked without
the appropriate parking decals.
Lucas believes that students choose to
park in visitor spaces instead of the
remotely located newly paved lot by
Moench hall, which usually has available
parking spaces and many students haven't
taken the time to register their car with the
campus security office. He added that staff
have parked in visitor parking spaces,
complaining that staff-only parking spaces
were being used by students.
According to Lucas, students are noti-
fied about the requirement to register their
vehicles in the student handbook and they
are given a vehicle registration form in
Vehicle towing policy activation
Please be advised that a general lack
of compliance within restricted park-
ing areas on campus have made it nec-
essary to activate the Institute towing
policy to gain compliance. Effective 
Monday. February 3. 1997. any vehi-
ele found not in compliance with the 
Institute traffic rules and regulations 
will be towed at the owner's expense! 
Specific area's of consideration are as
follows.
1.Vehicle's not properly displaying a
parking decal.
2. Vehicle's improperly parked in
area's specifically marked No Parking
or Tow Zone:
A. Around the Hulman Memorial
Union and Deming Hall.
B. At the curbline immediately adja-
cent to B.S.B. Hall and the Olin Hall
construction project office trailers.
C. The Hadley Hall cul-de-sac or any
"Visitor" space.
their freshman packet to make registration
convenient.
Lucas said that everyone will have an
opportunity to register their vehicles at the
security office before vehicles are towed
for not having the appropriate parking
decal. There probably aren't many other
colleges that offer students a free parking
decal and free parking spot upon registra-
tion; most colleges charge fees for park-
ing, said Lucas. He also believes the new
Moench parking lot spaces are not that
inconvenient in comparison to parking
available at other colleges.
"[Rose-Hulman students] have been
spoiled by a good thing (free parking).
You have to park ten blocks away at Indi-
ana State University," explained Lucas.
As a result of less registered vehicles
utilizing parking spaces than the amount
of overall parking spaces available, it can-
not be determined if there is an actual
shortage of parking spaces for students
and staff who require them.
Lucas believes that fear of automobile
theft is not a legitimate excuse for students
refusing to park in a remote parking spot.
"Not all cars parked in remote areas have
been ripped off," said Lucas.
Lucas noted that Rose-Hulman has
installed additional lighting to parking
areas to help identify potential car thieves.
Recently, a student on night patrol
observed an individual with a hammer
near a vehicle parked on campus. The stu-
dent radioed security. Security followed
the individual off campus, stopped him
and had him identify himself. Then, secu-
rity reported the identity of the individual
to the police department.
Rose Drama club re-awakens memories of 1940's radio shows
by James Tedrick
Thorn Reporter
The winter Rose-Hulman Drama Club
production, 1940's Radio Hour, recre-
ates the atmosphere and feeling of an
actual 1940's radio hour complete with
several songs of the era, commercials, a
radio drama, and 'backstage' interac-
tion. Using their small cast, this show
provides a humorous look back at this
once important facet of American life.
Playing for two nights only, tonight and
tomorrow for Mom's Night, everyone is
encouraged to attend a show.
"Right now they're [the rehearsals]
picking up, and it should be a good
show," commented Rob Raque, sopho-
more Computer Engineer, who, along
with senior chemical engineer Sean
Eads, is directing this production.
Radio Hour, the work of Terre Haute
locals Bunny Nash and Greg Stump, is
designed to be flexible in order for this
two act musical to accommodate a vari-
ety of casts and singing voices. Radio
Hour has been performed a total of
three times previously with the last per-
formance for the Vigo County Historical
Society. Jeff Bounsall, the musical
director, selected the music for this
—
Rose-Hulman students rehearse
for the Drama Club presentation
that will be performed twice this
weekend. Photo by James Tedrick
show, which include songs "Accentuate
the Positive," "Swing on a Star," and
the Rose Jazz Band performing "How
High the Moon." In addition to the per-
formances in the play, the jazz band and
the Rose Chorus will perform the pre-
show featuring such songs as "The Lull-
abuy of Broadway," and "April in
Paris."
The all-Rose-Hulman cast features
several actors of past Rose-Hulman pro-
ductions including Crazy for You and
Little Shop of Horrors. The lead roll of
Jerry Simon is played by veteran Eric
Anders, a Sophomore Chemical Engi-
neer.
Eric describes the character of Jerry
as "an arrogant guy, full of himself. He
thinks he's running the show."
Kevin Tretter, a sophomore Computer
Engineer, plays Don Richards, the
announcer of the program and an "old
pro" in the radio industry. Eddie
McGee, played by sophomore electrical
engineer Brian Duggan, is a rookie in
the radio show business. The produc-
tion's three main actresses are freshmen
Kristen Roth, a computer science major,
as Bobbie Roberts, Katy Klein, civil
engineer, playing Ginger Solomon, and
Fanny Bowley, chemical engineer, as
Gayle Fisher. Also at the radio station
are Bennie Kowalski, played by Matt
Lensli, a junior mechanical engineer,
and Matt Leplinski, a freshman math
major, who, according to the script, are
the ones "spinning the dials."
The characters did not come with
intended personalities. Instead, the
members of the cast were asked to
develop their character, including their
interaction with the characters, from the
lines they had in the script and their
image of the characters they played.
•Protessot A an Roper,
vice president for planning
and data systems
announced that a campus
wide change to a Netscape-
based e-mail system is
under way. Training ses-
sions about Netscape mail
are being coordinated by
Nancy Bauer, user services
manager of the Water Com-
puting Center.
Roper noted that Rose-
Hulman can no longer
receive technical support
for the DaVinci electronic
mail system unless Rose-
News Briefs
Huiman purchases the new
version of the DaVinci sys-
tem.
*Three Rose-Hulman stu-





ment head, described the
contest as a grueling test of
our students' skills and
endurance. The contest
requires a -week to complete
the modeling problem.
Coaches for the Rose-Hul-
man teams are Professors
Yosi Shibberu, Aaron Kle-
banoff and Frank Young.
*Professor Buck Brown,
dean for research and grad-
uate studies and Thomas
Mason, Professor of Eco-





Force Cadets will visit
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, its laboratory facili-
ties and the Air Force
Museum this weekend.
This paid off as each of the performers
gave something extra to their part. For
instance, all the female actors decided
how their parts should be played and
how their interaction with each other
will develop.
"We developed the girls off the lines
in the script; how we wanted to play the
part and how people perceived us and
our actions," commented Katy Klein,
whose character, Ginger Solomon, is
"really sickeningly perky... and clueless
to things around her. The other girls
don't like her very much."
Also appearing in the show is Dan
Czuba, a senior mechanical engineer, as
Alvin Payne, the show's piano player,
and the Coca-Cola singers, an ensemble
consisting of freshmen Brooke Che-
noweth, computer engineer, Sandi
Schmidt, mechanical engineer, sopho-
mores Ryan Ward, mechanical engineer,
Derek Lengacher, electrical engineer,
and junior chemical engineer John Barr.
Not appearing on stage are computer
science majors George Bergstrom, a
sophomore, and Dave Sing, a freshman,
as the technical crew for the perfor-
mance.
Alternative to career fairs,
career service office offered
According to Michael How-
es, president of Talbert Tech-
nologies, finding a job should
be easier with "Job Cafe," a
world wide web site introduced
by Talbert Technologies.
Job Cafe is designed specifi-
cally to bring college students
together with prospective em-
ployers from around the coun-
try. According to Howes,
students of all majors and back-
grounds can use the Job Cafe to
enter their resume free of
charge.
Job Cafe requests students
submit personal job preferences
in addition to the credentials on
resumes. Students may indicate
where they would like to live,
the size of the company they
would like to work for and the
amount of overtime and travel
desired.
Job Cafe is located at http://
www.jobcafe.com. Howes
strongly encourages all stu-
dents seeking permanent em-
ployment or internships to
investigate the web site.
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Rose exempted from financial aid regulations
by Kevin Kaminski
Thorn Reporter
The Rose-Hulman financial aid
office has made various changes to
improve the speed and accuracy of
financial aid processing. Electronic
transfers have speeded up transac-
tions. In addition, participation in
the Department of Education's
"Experimental Cite" program has
allowed the financial aid office to
make further improvements.
Ed Detamore, director of finan-
cial aid, described several changes
that have been made toward elec-
tronic filing for federal student
financial aid. Detamore said the fed-
eral government has new regula-
tions requiring that colleges increase
use of electronic transfer methods as
opposed to the traditional paper-
work.
The U.S. Department of Educa-
tion formerly provided paper rosters
of all Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) transactions.
New requirements specify that
schools must now accept these ros-
ters electronically or using elec-
tronic tape. Rose-Hulman has been
accessing the information electroni-
cally for the past three years. Deta-
more also said reimbursement for
Pell Grants given to students has
been done electronically for the past
three years.
The electronic method eliminates
the need for students to turn in a
paper copy of their Student Aid
Report. The Financial Aid office
receives the information electroni-
cally. Corrections to Student Aid
Reports are also faster. The new
method allows Rose-Hulman to
make necessary changes electroni-
cally. After submitting the changes
to the federal government, a reply is
received within 72 hours. The finan-
cial aid office can reprocess the
information with the change and the
student receives verification of a
change.
Another function that is changing
to electronic transfer methods is stu-
dent status confirmation reporting.
This notifies the federal government
of student enrollment information
for the purpose of providing infor-
mation to the government regarding
which students need to begin repay-
ing student loans. The reporting pro-
cess was previously done using a
paper method. Electronic process-
ing for this procedure has just begun
at Rose-Hulman, as it has with other
schools. The electronic processing
will allow the formulation of a cen-
tral database on all loan amounts for
students. For transfer students,
financial aid information will be
more easily transferred using the
electronic method because of the
elimination of a separate "financial
aid transcript" that used to be
needed with traditional course tran-
scripts.
The federal government is work-
ing on putting the FAFSA form on
the world wide web. In June,
renewal FAFSA forms will be avail-
able on the web. Students will be
able to pull down their renewal
information and submit the form on
the web. Students submitting
renewal FAFSA forms for the 1997-
98 school year will still need to fill
out the paper form, which should
arrive in the mail this month.
Additional improvements in the
financial aid process may be made
as a result of Rose-Hulman being a
participant in the Experimental Cite
program. As a participant, the fed-
eral government has guaranteed that
Rose-Hulman will be exempt from
certain specified regulations. This
allows the Financial Aid office to
act as they see fit for the Rose-Hul-
man population.
In exchange for this flexibility,
Rose-Hulman must provide a
report annually to the federal gov-
ernment detailing what changes
have been made and how the
changes have affected financial aid
processing.
Detamore said, "It is certainly
worth the extra time that it takes on
our part because I think it facilitates
better things for our students."
One area of change is the require-
ment of entrance and exit interview-
ing for loan counseling. Every
student must have an entrance inter-
view before his or her first loan is
disbursed and an exit interview
before he or she graduates. Govern-
ment regulations specify what must
be covered in these interviews. The
flexibility from the Experimental
Cite program has allowed Rose-
Hulman to modify these criteria.
Detamore remarked that Rose-
Hulman students have an excellent
loan repayment rate. The loan
default percentage for this year is
Concert organizer, Lambda
Chi Alpha honored at banquet
by Thu Vu Pham
Thorn Reporter
The Big Brother/Big Sisters organiza-
tion of the Wabash Valley recently hon-
ored Sue Dayhuff, secretary for the
electrical and computer engineering
department, and two representing mem-
bers of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,
Rimas Guzulaitis and Brad Rosenberger.
They were honored at a recent banquet at
Rose-Hulman for their fund-raising efforts
to help the children of the Wabash Valley.
"It wasn't a big thing, some others stu-
dents on campus won them, too," com-
mented Dayhuff.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters is a organiza-
tion that provides an adult friend and a
positive role model for local children
between the ages of 6 and 14.
Dayhuff was honored for her work in
organizing the annual benefit concert for
Big Brothers/Big Sisters. Dayhuff recalled
her involvement with the program as part
of her interest in bringing talented musi-
cians to Terre Haute, as well as helping
out a good cause.
In 1993, Dayhuff approached Big
Brothers/Big Sisters with the idea of host-
ing a benefit concert to raise money for
the organization. Big Brothers/Big Sisters
had the first concert, "A Salute to Elvis",
starring Eddie Miles, an Elvis Presley
impersonator that Dayhuff met while
vacationing in Tennessee. The concert
brought in $9000 for the organization.
Since the 1993 Elvis concert was so
successful, Big Brothers/Big Sisters has
organized two more concerts, and Dayhuff
plans to continue the success with yet
another this year. The concert was origi-
nally planned for January 18.
Unfortunately the timing coincided
with an Alan Jackson concert that may
have steered away many concert-goers, so
Dayhuff moved the date back to March
15. The concert, aptly titled "The King is
Back", will be at the Indiana theater star-
ring Bruce Borders, a Jasonville, Indiana
Elvis Presley impersonator. Dayhuff
encourages everyone at Rose-Hulman to
see the concert.
Lambda Chi Alpha was honored for
raising over $2000 for Big Brothers/Big
Sisters last year during their "Run for
Kid's Sake" event. According to Rosen-
berger, Big Brothers/Big Sisters has
always been Lambda Chi Alpha's "biggest
Public [service]".
"[Run for Kid's Sake] is an event that
had been going on [with Lambda Chi
Alpha] for many years. I was honored that
Big Brothers/Big Sisters appreciated our
work for them," commented Rosenberger.
Lambda Chi Alpha is currently
involved in other projects for Big Broth-
ers/Big Sisters. Rosenberger currently
heads a team of four bowlers collecting
pledges for the "Bowl for Kid's Sake"
program on February 15 and 22.
0.9%. Studies have indicated that
students will read information sent
to them by the financial aid office.
For this reason, mailings are used in
lieu of on-campus interviews. Stu-
dents are sent information, and may
contact the financial aid office if
they have any questions. Informa-
tion on whether or not the loan
default rate changes as a result of
this change will be sent to the fed-
eral government.
Another regulation that has been
waived through the Experimental
Cite program is the requirement of a
30-day delayed disbursement for
first-time Stafford Loan borrowers.
Rose-Hulman already credits the
disbursement amount to students up
front. Detamore said he felt this
method is not risky because of the
low loan default rate and student
withdrawal rate of Rose-Hulman
students.
Several educational institutions
are participating in the five-year
Experimental Cite program. For
Rose-Hulman, the five year period
began July 1, 1995 and will end
June 30,2000.
Detamore said the Department of
Education actively recruited schools
from various sectors. The depart-
ment will examine the results sent to
them from the participating schools.
By collecting information from a
variety of types of schools in vari-
ous locations, they hope to develop
better regulations for federal finan-
cial aid. Detamore indicated that the
Department of Education is moving
a step in the right direction by trying
Ed Detamore, believes an
experimental financial aid
program will be beneficial.
Photo by Chris Hansen
to be more flexible while still meet-
ing their quality control goals.
Detamore is optimistic about the
program. He hopes the study will
indicate that schools similar to
Rose-Hulman, for example, those
with low loan default rates, can have
additional flexibility in regulations
without adversely affecting loan
repayment. Detamore believes the
program will indicate that schools
administer their own financial aid
programs very well and in a way
best-suited for their school. He
believes the schools will develop
procedures that meet all federal
requirements and still work well for
students.
Detamore encourages anyone
with questions on the new proce-
dures or financial aid in general to












Terre Haute. IN 47807







11 a.m. - Midnight
7 Days a Week
FREE DELIVERY (minimum $5.00)
College Student Specials
Off-campus students add 54:1
Pizza
7" 12" 14" 16"
Cheese 1.95 4.80 5.90 7.00
1-item 2.30 6.30 7.40 8.50
2-item 2.65 7.10 8.30 9.50
3-item 3.20 7.90 9.20 10.50
4-item 3.50 8.70 10.10 11.50
Additional Menu Items 
Sandwiches $3.45 & 3.95
Bread Stix - w/Cheese .... 1.50
Garlic Knots, Cinnamon
Knots or Butter Knots ... 1.60
Garlic Bread  1.45
Garlic Bread & Cheese  1.95
Hot Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
BBQ Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
Full Spaghetti  2.99
Works Items: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, and Green Peppers.
Ingredients: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, Black Olives, Green Peppers,
Pepperoncini, Jalepeno Peppers, Ham, Beef, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Bacon Pieces 
and Anchovies.
SPECIAL: 2 sandwiches for $5.90
Ham & Cheese - Ham, Provolone, Mozzarella, Parmesan $3.
45
Hoagie - Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions, Spices 3.45
Stromboli - Pizza Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Barbeque Stromboli - BBQ Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices, Onions 3.
45
Pepperoli - Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni, Cheese, Spices 3.
45
Submarine - Pizza Sauce, Salami, Canadian Bacon, Cheese, Spices 3.
45
Gyro - Lamb & Beef, Onions, Tomatoes, Sour Cream on Pita Bread 
3.45
Roast Beef - Roast Beef, Onions, Provolone Cheese 
3.95







Steak Hoagie - Steak, onions & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun
  3.95
Ex. Veg. - 304 Ex. Cheese - 504 Ex. Meat - $1.00
Reg. Salad $1.45 Chef Salad  
$3.50
Drinks 954 Pitchers, Soft Drink 
 2.75
Prices include Tax
Meatball - Meatballs, Spaghetti Sauce, Cheese, Spices
Italian Beef - Served with onion & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun
Pork BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 
Beef BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 
Chicken BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun 
'RECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY 12", 14" OR 16" PIZZA WITH THIS AD!'
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day, religion effects our rndr
vidual lives wiwtha it he otif
own or someone else's, we .
cannot deny. this effect of reli-
gion. Eaeh..Person has their
own thoughts about religion,
and ve.Ty rarely arc any two
people's thoughts the same.
tili5 Part t,f
. which se>ins be
Instead of ionor.
the current 111'ntit ''vcAlldt'
wiser to dI¼¼U Otis topic.
That.10.v.v4akthe: follow
In the late I 7110's. ss hen our
founding fathers were busy
putting together the Constitu-
tion. they knevi it was quite
important to ensure thefree
darn, 'specifically $4 ,,,,*.f:
the American people. That was
one of the many reasons the first
moperm settlers came to North
America, to escape religions per-
secution in their homelands, Th-
omas Jefferson, Benjamin
Franklin, John Adams, and
comitless ...other leaders rerxe)-
ntZed•thtV;W:hteh'ressaited in the
First Amendment, the freedom
Of religion.
Despite popular belief.
though„ this country was nor
fbnnekttupOn Christian beliefs.
Thki::•Ph.t.*;:l.In God We Trust"
wasn't put on our currency until
the middle of this century. In
fact, those founding fathers were
not what we would describe as
-Christians" today. What this
country was founded upon \vat;
an ideal of perfect freedom of re-
ligion_ It was not important to
-them what each person believed
::•or why they believed it, but that
they could believe what they
wanted without prejudice. It
seems to me that today we. as a
society, *.e forgotten what
those great men said and what
they desired,
believe we may be at a point
in time where we can regain our
founding fathers' original idea of
religious freedom. We may be at
a point in history where we can
forget what everyone else thinks
about existence, except for your-
self and what concerns you.
think it's time for this country to
lose its ignorance and prejudice
of religions and to accept people
for what they do, not for what
they believe. Unfortunately,
without a starting point nothing
can be accomplished.
For the readers of this news-
paper, the following collection of
articles is intended to be that
start. By reading about other re-
Iigiowe we can begin to elimi-
nate that ignorance towards other
religions. Experiencing, others'
beliefs, or simply talking about
them, can be that beginning that
opens our eyes to other beliefs.
hi fact, it may be possible to see
that other religions are very situ-
ilar to your own but just use dif-
ferent examples to explain the
same fundamental ideas.
Why should we start this
change? First of all, not every-
one needs to change, of course,
and no one should change unless
they desire to. I believe, though,
that everyone should investigate
other religions and other people
and determine how they like it.
Is my viewpoint fair to °triers?
Do I give respect to anyone else
who doesn't believe in what I
do? These are just a few of the
questions that can be asked. The
most important question is do
you respect the fact that your be-
lief isn't the only one, and do you
keep it to yourself unless some-
one asks for
Without respect for your
hurna`rts. no society will con-
tinue to survive. This has been
provers countless times through-
out history. Much of this respect
is developed through accepting
people who believe the opposite
of what you might. Not only is it
impossible to go through life
without running into someone
with a differing opinion, it
would make life extremely
monotonous and boring. Just
because religion is more per-
sonal than. say. your favorite
color, doesn't mean you
should show less respect.
So, as you read through the
following articles, remember
that they are someone else's,
beliefs. They aren't intended
to "convert" you over to a par-
ticular belief or cause you to
question Your own beliefs.
They are intended solely to
give you another look at life,
another perspective on how
people live. Read them with
an open mind, and remember
that no one is forcing you to
read the articles. By doing this,
we all can become a wiser so-
ciety and, perhaps, create a
better place to live.
Living life in Christian





You will know the truth, and
the truth will make you free.
-John 8:32
People have many miscon-
ceptions about Christianity.
Most people think it has to do
with church, or laws, or being
good. I don't need to tell you
what you think about Christian-
ity; you already know. I don't
want to say that you're wrong,
either. All I need to do is try to
explain what Christianity
means to me.
First of all, I recognize the
presence of God. God exists
above everything else. Nothing
changes God. He, she, or it is
absolute, therefore God is
equivalent to truth. Anything
that is God is completely true,
anytime, anywhere, etc. Con-
versely, anything that is com-
pletely, absolutely true in all
cases is God.
God is the datum by which
truth is measured. In geometry.
proof is based on logic derived
from previously recognized
truth. In being the absolute
truth, God proves or disproves
all things. Truth and God are
synonymous. If truth exists,
then God exists.
My role as a Christian is to
try to become as close to God
as I can during my life. I do
this by studying the example of
Jesus Christ. Jesus said "I am
the way, the truth, and the
life..."(John 14:6). My life is in
pursuit of truth and contempla-
tion of the nature of truth.
As a human I can never be
perfect, and I can never get
really close to God. Therefore,
I must reject my human life and
live the ways of truth. This is
the difficult part: to live physi-
cally but to consider physical
reality worthless. But the result
of this is freedom.
If you reject pride in every-
thing that you do, you have
nothing to lose and everything
to gain. Even when you gain
things, you still have nothing to
lose. If you humble yourself,
no one else can humble you.
Humility brings freedom from
the pressures of the world.
A truly humble person will
work harder for anything. This
is due to the fact that a humble
person works for the cause, not
for the respect. As a result, the
humble person is respected
more in the end. This is one
example of what Jesus said in
Matthew 10:39, "He who finds
his life will lose it, and he who
loses his life for my sakewill
find it."
Jesus gave up his life as a
service to humanity and as an
example for his followers. It is
a difficult example to follow
but a worthwhile one. After all,
what is your basic life worth?
Slow computers, work, televi-
sion, food, etc. You even get to
keep most of it after you give it
up. It's a small price to pay to
be close to God.
Michael Shekel ro.
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According to Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary, atheism is
"a disbelief in the existence of a
deity." While I believe in neither
the existence nor the non-exist-
ence of god, I do lack a belief, so
I have considered myself an athe-
ist for several years now. I have
always tried to keep an open mind
but as of yet I have found abso-
lutely no evidence to support the
existence of "God."
The fact that most cultures
have believed in a god in one
form or another does not prove a
god's existence. It does suggest
that it is probably human nature
to desire the existence of a deity
worth worshiping and to believe
in some higher and more perfect
form of justice. While belief in a
god can be a very comforting
thought, it must be taken on faith,
which is essentially suspending
reason to believe in something
despite evidence to the contrary.
Nobody knows for sure whether
or not there is a god, but the bur-
den of proof does not lie on the
atheist. I cannot bring myself to
believe in a god on faith alone,
because I see faith as an excuse to
suspend curiosity for fear of real-
izing the truth.
Putting the lack of proof
aside, there are still many things
that disturb me about god-cen-
tered religions. For instance, are
all the varying religions worship-
ing the same god? If so, why does
such a god allow the millions of
deaths caused by religious con-
flict? However, if only one of the
thousands of religions is correct,
then which one is it? Most people
acquire the religion of their re-
gional culture. So, is only one of
these cultures "right" and every-
one else wrong?
I am secure in my opinions,
and I don't really care what any-
one else believes as long as their
belief doesn't directly effect me.
However, it seems that people
who are insecure of their own be-
liefs tend to want to congregate
together with others of the same
belief, or force others to the same
beliefs. This seems like an effec-
tive protective shell to hold to-
gether a weak philosophy.
Whenever people have tried to
"convert" me, they have always
resorted to appealing to emotion.
In high school debate, I came to
realize that appealing to emotion
is about the cheapest form of per-
suasion. As a debater, it is a des-
perate action showing that your
case has little merit. It seems to
me that the belief of a god stands
on a shaky foundation that must
be reinforced by methods other
than reason.
Like most atheists, I have my
own ethical code, and I am of-
fended by those arrogant enough
to suggest that their religion is the
only source of morality. It
doesn't require a belief in a god to
dictate that one shouldn't hurt
others. This is a value in every
human society; one that operates
on the basic premise that people
don't want to get hurt, so they
don't go around hurting others.
Albert Einstein once said, "If
people are good ,only because
they fear punishment and hope
for reward, then we-are a sorry lot
indeed:" My motivation for be-
ing a good person stems from my
own rational self interest and not
out of some unhealthy feeling of
guilt or fear of punishment.
I think our society needs to fo-
cus more on the "here and now"
in order to improve our world, in-
stead of trying to reserve a place
in an afterlife that might not even
exist. I think a belief in a god
feeds human arrogance in a way
that is especially dangerous now
when our technology has devel-
oped to the point where we can
destroy ourselves as a species. I
don't think "God" is going to
clean up our pollution problem or
replant the trees that are continu-
ally being burned down in the
rain forests of Brazil. I think it
would be better to hold the men-
tality that we are nothing more
than just tiny specks floating in
the vastness of space. The uni-
verse could care less whether we
destroy ourselves or continue to
prosper. We are the only beings
concerned about our own wel-
fare, and we are the only ones re-
sponsible for our own destiny.
Scientific technology is con-
stantly increasing the scope of
human knowledge, and it is for
this reason that we humans have
the high quality of life that we
share as a species. The only way
we can advance as a society is to
constantly question the world
around us, and then strive to an-
swer those questions. I enjoy
learning and am proud to be in the
engineering field, where I know
that I can apply knowledge to im-
prove the quality of life for the fu-
ture of humanity. I hope that
many of the current barriers to the
advancement of knowledge will
be torn down within my lifetime.
Singalex Song is a sophomore
mechanical engineering ma-
jor Moly in depth readin
about his opinions con be








Voluntary devotion realized through faith seen in others
I was the type of child who
was forced to attend church ev-
ery Sunday whether I liked it or
not. I never put anything into it,
and therefore I got little out of
it. I've always had a technical
outlook and thus I've always
had some doubts towards the
beliefs I was taught. It wasn't
until after my freshman year of
college that I had a real reli-
gious experience causing me to
think more about my religious
viewpoint.
I've detailed my experience
at Handicamp in previous arti-
cles, so I will briefly recap what
it is and how it has changed my
outlook on religion. Handicamp
is a camp where mentally hand-
icapped adults are paired up
with a counselor, who becomes
a friend, for a week. They par-
ticipate in activities that they
rarely have an opportunity to
do, such as fishing or hiking.
These handicapped individ-
uals have more religious faith
and love for God than any non-
handicapped person I've ever
encountered. These people look
forward to going to Heaven be-
cause they believe that they will
no longer be burdened with
their handicap. They imagine
heave as a place where they can
be accepted and loved by every-
one without being prejudged
due to their disability.
This belief gives these peo-
ple something to hope for re-
gardless of whether it will ever.
It makes living here on earth a
little easier knowing there is a a
God who will always love them
no matter how they are treated
by society.
Seeing the impact of religion
and the faith in these people
forced me to re-evaluate what
religion meant to me. I realize
that God blesses every human
being with specific talents.
While these talents may be
overshadowed by certain dis-
abilities, they still exist. Seeing
people who are not as fortunate
as me is a very humbling expe-
rience. It makes me count my
blessings and realize how fortu-
nate I really am.
A big part of Christianity is
the faith, hope, and belief that
there is a God who is watching
out for you. It helps me see my
obstacles or problems as oppor-
tunities to build more character
and to grow stronger.
I also realize that there are
some things that are beyond my
control, and I like to believe that
those things are vastly impacted
by God. This enables me to be
more optimistic because I just
see the downfalls of life as just
a part of God's plan to improve
me. A victory without hardship
isn't as meaningful as one
where many obstacles were
overcome.
I have a close friend back
home who is an avid atheist. As
a result, he constantly questions
my motives of attending church.
He attended 10 years of Catho-
lic schooling where religion was
stuffed down his throat. He ap-
preciated some of the morals he
learned from the experience but
didn't want to have his life dic-
tated by the church.
He keeps me from getting
too caught up with the institu-
tion of church because there are
some people who center their
lives around the physical church
instead the principles which it
teaches. He and I both agree
that attending church can be bad
when people center their lives
Taoism: the way of nature
Caleb Coburn
Assistant Features Editor
While growing up back
home on the outskirts of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, my parents
wanted to raise me with a choice
of religion. While they didn't
encourage me to go to church,
they certainly encouraged me to
make my own choices about
life. As a result, I grew up to be
a somewhat typical agnostic. In
other words, I neither believed
nor disbelieved in a higher be-
ing, i.e., a god.
But that in no way means
that I did not grow up without a
set of moral beliefs and philo-
sophical ideas. To paraphrase a
comment my father made to me
in a discussion at 2:00 a.m. over
a break last year, I have a higher
moral system than he does. And
he's proud of me because of
that. I am, in essence, living
proof of self-thought and ex-
pression. I think the way I do
not because of something I
learned in church or through re-
ligion, but through my own ob-
servations of what is right and
wrong and the way things
should be in their natural state.
Until last year, I had thought
that this way of thinking was
just my own personal philoso-
phy. This, of course, had its
own deficiencies mainly due to
the fact that it was mine and I
could not compare it to anything
else. Then my very good friend,
Jennifer, introduced me to The
Tao of Pooh, a book by Ben-
jamin Hoff. In this book, the
fundamental beliefs of a philos-
ophy called Taoism are put into
a Winnie-the-Pooh context,
which works surprisingly well.
As it turns out, this new
viewpoint was what I had al-
ready formulated on my own.
Here were most of my philoso-
phies, on living and dying in
this world laid out through
Pooh-bear, Piglet, Tigger, Rab-
bit, and so on. This ancient Chi-
nese concept of Tao, dating
back to circa 650 B.C.E., was so
natural for me that I immediate-
ly began reading more about it.
(Hoff also wrote a sequel called
The Te of Piglet.)
So what exactly is Taoism?
The Chinese word Tao can be
translated many ways, one of
which, that is most often used,
is "the Way." The third most
translated book in the world,
next to the Bible and the Bhaga-
vad Gita, is the Tao Te Ching
(pronounced ̀ Dow Deh Jeeng'),
generally believed to be written
by Lao Tzu. This book is a 'col-
lection of 81 chapters and lays
the fundamental groundwork
for Taoism.
I think of "the way" as being
nature: that which seems to be
the right thing to do. Nature
surrounds us all, and we cannot
escape it. The most peaceful
state of being is when you are
one with nature, in effect
achieving Tao or "the way."
Defying nature is futile, and
only bad things result when you
try to do the opposite of what is
intended. These are all ideas
that anyone could come up with,
but few seem to actually follow
(including myself).
At this point in time, that is
the best quick definition I can
give for the concept of Taoism.
I see nature as being everything,
and everything is included in
nature. The amazing, or per-
haps weird, thing is that it is
very easy to correlate my idea of
Tao with the concept of "God"
that is used in Christianity, Is-
lam, and Judaism. Both are all-
powerful and are impossible to
describe physically because of
this power. Where I tend to dis-
agree with this idea of "God" is
in its common personification
of being.
A large part of religion is de-
fining the world around us:
where it all came from, what is
responsible for putting us here,
and so on. Religions are created
daily to explain these seemingly
unanswerable questions. I can-
not ever see myself following
such a religion because I don't
believe that any of these such
questions can be answered. Ev-
ery religion can be taken apart
and proved wrong by not only
scientific reasoning, but often
by its own beliefs. That is
where the concept of Taoism is
different; it does not try to ex-
plain any of this.
I do not go through life try-
ing to figure out where we came
from. I don't really care What
happens to my soul when I die.
These things and many other
questions about our existence
don't bother me because I don't
ask the questions. I can com-
pletely accept the fact that we
are here on earth, and that is not
going to change. I live in the
present, not the past or the fu-
ture. Religions are the result of
people asking these questions,
while Taoism is the result of
people not asking the same
questions.
I have just begun to discover
the greatness of Taoism, though.
I cannot say that I am a master,
or even a good representative,
of these ideas. However, what I
have read and what I know can
be learned by anyone, under any
religion. This philosophy can
around their church involve- their lives worrying about how
others are going to evaluate
their actions with respect to the
teachings and expectations of
the church. They start to see the
world in terms of "believers"
and "non-believers," and they




In The Seven Habits of High-
ly Effective People, Stephen
Covey describes different as-
pects around which people cen-
ter their lives. Some examples
of different centers are around
yourself, your spouse, family,
money, work, possessions, plea-
sures, a set of principles, and the
church. Each of these different
centers has their certain down-
falls. Church-centered living is
bad, especially whenever peo-
ple see church as the end instead
of a means to the end. Simply
attending church doesn't imply
an automatic ticket to holiness.
Covey states that church-
centered people get so busy
with the pressing human needs
surrounding the church that they
contradict the very precepts that
they claim to believe. They live
No one likes to have religion
stuffed down their throats.
Nothing is accomplished from
something you aren't willing to
do. Faith is a choice that must
be made on an individual basis.
My faith has helped me transi-
tion from being a pessimist to
having more of an optimistic
outlook. It has also helped me











be used in nearly any situation,
and, because of this, it is greater
than any religion I know of. It
allows me to concentrate on
what is important: my friends,
family, education, and fun. Re-
ligions don't allow for this as
they seem to be busy trying to
figure out questions that do not
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Leaving religion out of education
Don Cole
Thorn Columnist
Ever since the infamous
"Monkey Trial" of the early
'20s brought the subject to the
forefront, the subject of reli-
gion in schools has been very
touchy. There are those, who
believe that separation of
church and state has no gray ar-
eas; specifically dealing with
religion in school, and there are
those who believe that impos-
ing religion upon young people
in public schools will help re-
duce violence and increase
moral standards in our schools.
Religion and government
simply do not mix. Our found-
ing fathers knew this, resulting
in the First Amendment which
clarifies that Congress shall
not pass any law in preference
to any one religion. Our found-
ing fathers learned from the
bloody lessons of the Crusades,
the Inquisition, Queen Mary,
better known as Bloody Mary,
who executed thousands for
not converting to Catholicism,
and the English Civil War, that
supporting one single religion
can be costly. Imposing one re-
ligion on people that isn't wel-
comed can onty breed
contempt, hatred, and some-
times outright war. Yet, today,
in the enlightened twentieth
century, there are those who
want to meddle with it again.
Until the 1920s, schools had
prayer in them because non-
Christians didn't go to school
with Christians, or, if they
did, they were afraid to do
anything about it. Thus, no
one really cared if they
prayed in the morning or had
a Bible class; but that
changed. Jews went to
school with Christians and
teachers began introducing
Darwin's theory of evolu-
tion. All of a sudden, the
idea that it was okay to have
religion in schools was chal-
lenged. By the late 1960s,
the Supreme Court tempo-
rarily closed the issue by de-
ciding mandatory prayer in
public schools was wrong
based on the First Amend-
ment.
Now, the push to institute
prayer back into school is re-
newed. Why? They, sup-
porters of this renewal, say
kids have no sense of morals
these days, and family values
have degenerated. They be-
lieve that imposing prayer or
a Bible class upon students is
the way to bring them back to
moral standards. Apparently
it's okay to discriminate on
the basis of religious beliefs
because that's what will hap-
pen if religion is allowed
back into schools. Since
Christianity makes up a ma-
jority of religiously inclined,
it will probably be a Chris-
tian prayer in school. What
about other religions and
people who refuse to partici-
pate? No one answers
Times have changed since
the days when it was taboo to
challenge the religious estab-
lishment in this country.
What then, if the champi-
ons of school prayer win?
When the Roman Empire
was converted to Christiani-
ty, fanatics destroyed the
Great Library at Alexandria
claiming that it was filled
with pagan ideas and other
nonsense. Thousands of
years of history were ren-
dered irretrievable because
the Roman government de-
cided to support one religion
and destroy the others. What
I'm trying to say is that once
this ball gets rolling, it's hard
to stop. •
This debate goes beyond
the obvious argument about
whether or not religion be-
longs in school. It's a debate
about what we, as a nation,
value more; freedom for ev-
erybody or freedom for the
majority. I choose the latter.
Finally, a word of advice for
the religious leaders trying to
build a political power base:
Please stay on the pulpit and
out of my affairs.
Finding it hard to keep
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The state of church
Bob Voros
Thorn Columnist
Many ideas sound good in
writing but never actually
function as well when
applied to the real world.
The idea of separation of
church and state is one of
these concepts. If church
and state were to rule over
separate groups of people,
there would never be a con-
flict. However, the bound-
aries of control between
religion and state in an indi-
vidual's life tend to overlap.
While the right and wrong of
a religion may be defined
one way, the right and wrong
of a government may be
alternately defined. The
problem is to whom do the
citizen/followers adhere to.
It is in the defining of right
and wrong where religion
and state conflict. In our
Constitution, the justification
of its sovereignty is not
divinely justified. The orga-
nization of its power is
devoid of any religious
nuances. In essence, the
concept of our government
does not support nor deny
any religion. However, to
make the concept realistic,
people must be used.
Once power is divided
into positions, it must be
used to support the laws that
describe the correctness of a
citizen's actions. Such are
the actions of a democracy.
These laws are created by the
individuals elected into the
positions of power. They are
only humans with biases and
influences that influence
their views of right and
wrong. These judgments are
based on their moral stan-
dards which, most likely, are
formed by their religious
background..
As a result, for as long as
there is a religion, it will




ences, mainly its followers
which attain positions of
power. The duty of most
religious followers is to
uphold their spiritual beliefs
before their governmental
laws. This includes influ-
encing their governmental
laws to support their reli-
gious beliefs.
In the United States gov-
ernment, citizens may
choose to support a certain
set of morals by electing a
representative of a certain
faith. If this person is
elected, it is only by the will
of the voting majority, the
democratic way. Why should
the views of a majority be
denied?
Only unsuccessful attempts
can be made to eliminate reli-
gious influence from our
nation's representatives. Such
an action would have to deny
those persons their right to be
elected or their right to be part
of a religion. The only mea-
sure to stop such a person from
being elected is to vote for
another candidate.
Religiously motivated
actions, such as the teaching of
creationism in public schools,
have to be implemented by
elected official. These offi-
cials were elected with their
biases known. They are going
to make judgments based on
these beliefs.
The greatest feature of our
Constitution is that we can pro-
test laws that infringe upon the
freedoms that we are guaran-
teed in the Constitution. Just
like the ACLU in the Scope's
-Monkey Trial," we can show
that the law implemented by
these biased officials was a
violation of the first amend-
ment. There are many other
ways to change laws which
include lobbying, writing to
your representative (now via e-
mail), and rallying support for
candidates that best reflect
your views.
No government is free of
religious influence, and for no
reason should they be. A re!i-
gion allows people to unite
behind a singular cause which
aids in the implementation of
law. Fortunately there is more
than one religion and more
than one non-religious group
trying to implement law.
These differing views allow
our government to be dynamic.
I, on many occasions, ponder
the irony of an Atheist or Bud-
dhist doling out American cur-
rency. I wonder if a person has
a right to say a word about reli-
gious discrimination if they do
nothing to prevent it.
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"You know what? After a
long day's classes what I would
really like is a nice can of soda
and a candy bar. Wouldn't it be
nice if we could all have a
candy bar and a drink after
every class?"
I was fairly enamored by
this notion. I decided that it
was not fair that some people
were able to enjoy these
refreshments on a daily basis
while others were denied this
basic level of happiness. I
decided to even up the score.
called my rich uncle across
the great Atlantic pond and
said, "Thio Mano (which basi-
cally means Uncle Manny in
Greek), can I have $105,000 for
the noble pursuit of granting
every Rose-Hulman student one
can of pop and one candy bar
each day. I would give each
student $1.20 daily on the con-
dition that he use it only to buy
the above items from the Rose
vending machines."
My uncle frowned (you can
tell he's frowning even over the
phone) and said, "I'd love to
give you the money for your
grand and benevolent plan,
Petro (a Greek name for Peter),
but it just won't work."
He proceeded to explain that
in a situation where every stu-
dent had this funny money,
there would be shortages of pop
and candy. Indeed, the demand
for candy would be so ridicu-
lously high that Calderon Bros.,
the owner of the vending
machines,
would have











ble as it was
before, if not
more.
Dejected, I returned home
and planned my next great phil-
anthropic endeavor.
Okay, I admit it. I made the
whole thing up. Of course, I
didn't really think this would
work. You'd have to be a fool
to try something like this,
wouldn't you?
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Not surprisingly, the United
States Government, which is as
short-sighted in its policy as it
is uneducated in economics has
tried this many times. One such
phenomenon is subsidized edu-
cation, ad it has been tried
repeated1S,' since the Presidency
of Lyndon Johnson. In fact,
Congress is getting ready to try
it again.
My friends, I'd like to intro-
duce you to the Higher Educa-
tion Act. The Higher Education
The following year, govern-
ment officials are delighted as
college enrollment booms.
More and more teenagers go to
college, and it seems that every-
one is happy . . . until the col-
leges start raising their prices.
Why do they raise their
prices? Is it because their deans
are evil, wicked people who
want to keep poor children out
of their country clubs? Of
course not. They raise their
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Act will, according to the
December 30, 1996, issue of the
Wall Street Journal, "[give]
most families a $1500-a-year
tax credit for the first two years
of college for students who
maintain a B average and by
allowing them to deduct up to
$10,000 in tuition in subsequent
years."
That's one heck of a candy
bar.
Think about this for a
minute. President Clinton
hands you $1500 dollars and
says, "Go to college and spend
this money, or I will take it
back." What would you do? If
you were already in college or
planning to go, you'd happily
take the money and spend it. If
you weren't planning to go to
college, you would jump at the
chance to spend this money and
enroll yourself in college. Of
course, everyone else would
too.
admission standards. Another
method is to raise prices.
Imagine how many more
people would want to go to
Rose if tuition was halved.
Rose has no problem filling its
already ballooning classes. By
keeping prices and admission
standards high, Rose has man-
aged to limit its enrollment to
manageable levels.
Even if schools attempt to
keep their prices low, they will
be forced to raise their prices by
other schools that do not. Sup-
pose Indiana University decided
to raise its prices and the Uni-
versity of Illinois did not.
Because of the artificially high
demand, both would fill their
classes. But because of the
additional revenue that Illinois
received, it starts building sta-
diums, quadrangles, research
institutions, and student health
clubs. Soon, the U of I is- so
developed as an institution that
it is well worth paying extra to
go there. I.U. will have become am
a substandard university.
So colleges across the coun-
try raise prices. New colleges,
offering Mickey Mouse .
degrees, spring up all over the ra
country competing for the in
$1500 dollars per person that lad
the Higher Education Act and b-
all subsidized education acts
provide. What is the end
result? The cost of legitimate
colleges goes up, college
enrollment increases, and a col-
lege education becomes neces-
sary for even the most menial of
jobs.
This is simple economics:
supply and derriand. And yet
our government really believes
that its policies are exempt from
the rules. Despite its grand
intentions, the market has
thwarted them.
The evidence is clear. The
same Wall Street Journal arti-
cle reports, "public four-year
colleges raised tuition 256%
between 1980 And 1995, far
outstripping an 85% increase in
consumer prices and a 93%
increase in typical family
income . . .", and ". . . [e]ven
though tuition is rising faster
than family incomes, more peo-
ple are going to college."
Finally, after twenty years of
subsidized education, the
United States Congress is fac-
ing the same dilemmas it faced
when it began subsidizing col-
lege students. Rich people are
going to college and poor peo-
ple are not ... even though they
gave them this great handout.
College is even less affordable
now than it was before govern- crt
ment aid began. But in spite of
the desperate failure of govern-
ment financial aid programs,
the politicians are once again
offering to buy us all a free ride
through college.
Meanwhile, I'm in so much
debt I can't buy a Snickers bar
and a Coke.
Earn a Graduate begree
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reports which require my time
and energy. While my planner
cooperates with my memory, it
leaves the rest of my mind in a
state of panic. Just keeping a
planner near acts as a persistent
reminder that my hours are
numbered and things must be
Find an empty spot on your done. In many ways, it is like a
calender and write "I hate the second mom.
inventor of the Franklin Plan- During any typical Rose
ner." day, my planner becomes laden
I always said that it could with notes, reminders, and the
not happen to me, but recently, inevitable ̀ to-do' lists. With a
my survival at Rose-Hulman stacked planner, I find it diffi-
has depended on keeping a cult to set aside time for any-
detailed list of meetings, tests, thing besides the items
litgle4WWWWW
The price of winning
Matt Gion be,
Features Editor
Pe'hat is the price of is
Is it your pride? Is it
SOW' integrity? Will you lose a
friond? What is it worth to
YOU,
There are many times in our
lives that we are faced with
tough decisions. We'd all like
to think we know what we
would do, but do we really?
The other night. I failed in
my duties, not only as a Rose
student but also as a member
of the human race. My team
had an intramural volleyball
game 
us ipgnaedonugpwth for th 
Six members 





teatnno  o.fficHiaollyw a member ofthe
encouraged her to play 
we still
We started playtydw quicklyus.uickly 
She is not as poor of a
player as she thinks. I thought
about running after her. I failed
when I chose to stay. I should
have caught up with her and
insisted that she conic back and
play but I didn't. Why?
Because I felt that I should stay
and concentrate on winning the
next game. I chose to stay and
try to win, instead of supporting
a friend in need. I not only
failed to support her, I failed
myself. I thought I was the type
of person that would always run
after someone in that situation
and encourage them to turn
around. I was sure that winning
wasn't worth losing a friend.
However, when the actual situ-
ation arose. I failed the test.
Life isn't about how often
you win or lose. It's about the
kind of person you are. No one
will remember the score of the
game. but I will always remem-
ber how I watched her walk out
of that gym.
realized that we were not going I realize that no amount of
to sum No one on my team apologizing can make up for
was playing especially well. what I didn't do. The only
However, one person, the one thing to do now is look towards
not officially on the team, felt the future and learn from my
she was playing exceptional mistakes. I also h„pe to
PootlY• After we lost the first encourage others to do what I
game. the teams traded sides of could not. I on000ntge others to
the court. However, she did not be stronger than I was and sup
come wIth as• She decided that port those who need It the most,
she had play too poorly the first We always say, ',Well if
game to continue Playing and was in that position, I know
felt she was solely responsible what I would do." But what
for our loss.
watched her walk across
the gym floor. .. and did noth-
ing. I watched her walk out the -what is the price or win,
door and did nothing. I ring? Is it your pride? It is
watched her walk down the -
long corridor . . and did Y°uE IntegrilY7 Will Y°11 lose anothing. • friend?
What is it worth to you?
will happen when you really are
in that position? Will you pass
the test, or will you fail?
Ode to Mother
Mother, Mother you are so neat;
To have you here is such a treat.
Mother Dearest, you are so cool;
I'm glad you're paying for this school.
A mother's value can't be set;
No better mom have I met.
I'm glad to have you, it is true,
Or more succinctly, "I love you."
inscribed as important.
According to my planner, I was
never running out of things to-
do and increasingly deleted
events because they had
already passed. I quit using the
letters A-S-A-P because soon

























I have faced at school.
Last weekend, I opted to
postpone a lab report, home-
work assignments, studying for
tests, and preparing for a 12
page issue of the Thorn to work
at the Lighthouse Mission. I
sorted, folded, and hung
clothes for Lighthouse's good-
will store. The small shop
gives local residents an oppor-
tunity to purchase clothing at
reasonable prices. Light-
house's efforts overshadow any
work I have ever accomplished
at RoTHulman, and humbles
the messages from my planner
that I am too busy to waste
time.
A planner cannot compre-
hend how I could make time to
help others when so many vital
tasks are on the "front-
burner." My mind tends to
agree, but it is humbled after
working for the community.
The assignment which seemed
so important, really is quite
silly compared to problems
encountered by others. A per-
son lacking warm clothes
dwarfs any problems confront-
ing a struggling chemical engi-
neering student.
Yet, I am not convinced that
I would always recognize the
silliness of my problems with-
out seeing what the Light-
house Mission is doing in Terre
Haute. Before volunteering at
the mission, I was worried
about completing my home-
work in time to watch the
Super Bowl. Afterwards, I
would have been embarrassed
if I had not used that time on
Sunday evening to finish my
assignments.
Helping the local commu-
nity has been the most con-
structive method for me to
forget about Rose-Hulman and
concentrate on important
tasks. However, there are
many other viable alternatives
which inevitably leave the
sacred planner in the dust.
These alternatives can be as
simple as punting your home-
work to catch a movie or as
complex as
skipping lab to



















ner does not run
away when you
leave it, but continues to pester.
The planner assures you that
work still must be done, but it
no longer seems as intimidat-
ing. After a brief escape, your
brain knows that the world will
not end, despite the threats of
your professor.
David Hile (CH '971 works
with the community
through Alpha Phi Omega.
"A Phi 0" is a national ser-
vice fraternity which gives
college students a chance to
help their community and
school. The fraternity fre-
quently works for local
christian charities, commu-
nity groups, and the Rose-
Hulman community.





Radio Broadcasting In a Time
Most of Us Don't Remember
Written and Compiled by
BUNNY NASH and GREG STUMP
Tonight at 7pm
and Saturday at 7pm
In the Auditorium
The cost is $3 per person
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Panthers first prey in Engineer twinbill
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
The season doesn't get any eas-
ier for the Rose women's basket-
ball team. After dropping a 82-45
decision to St. Mary's College
last evening, the Engineers have
to tangle with the top team in the
conference, Hanover at 1 p.m. on
Saturday in Shook Fieldhouse.
Rose will also play a home game
against Anderson Tuesday night
at 7 p.m.
The Engineers (2-15 overall, 0-
5 ICAC) have continued to strug-
gle against the fierce competition
in the ICAC. They dropped a 77-
51 decision at Franklin on Tues-
day, and fell at home to Manches-
ter, 88-54, last Saturday.
Hanover has rebounded from a
6-7 nonconference start to reel off
five straight victories in ICAC
play. The Panthers have out-
scored their opponents by an
average of 21 points in ICAC
play, including a 88-32 victory
over Rose on January II in
Hanover.
The Panthers boast three play-
ers among the top ten in scoring
in the ICAC:Alicia Smith, Leslie
Fryman, and Amanda Howard.
St. Mary's 82, Rose 45
Rose kept the game tight
against the Belles of St. Mary's
until midway through the second
half. The Engineers trailed, 54-
41, with 10:45 to go in the game,
but St. Mary's finished the game
on a 28-4 run to win convinc-
ingly, 82-45.
St. Mary's (2-14) held Rose
scoreless for nearly eight minutes
while they pulled away.
Amanda Speich led the Engi-
neers in scoring, posting 20
points and four steals. Mandy
Gray was the next-highest Rose
scorer, notching six counters.
The Engineers continued to
have trouble taking care of the
ball, as they committed 38 turn-
overs.
Franklin 77, Rose 51
Rose saw yet another close
game get stretched out in the sec-
ond half Tuesday, as they
dropped a 77-51 decision at Fran-
klin. The Grizzlies scored 50
points in the second stanza after
leading only 27-19 at the break to
coast to victory.
Speich had another solid game
for the Engineers, as she scored
22 points and collected five
assists. Bessie Fulk added 10
points for Rose.
Manchester 88, Rose 54
Rose faced some tall odds
when Manchester came to town
last Saturday. The Engineers
were already without starting for-
ward Holli Krumbein, who has
missed the last ten games with a
Are engineers worth the
money they are paid?
The Rose Thorn is sponsoring an
Engineer's Week essay contest to find out. One lucky winner
will receive S25 and be published in the February 14 issue of
the Thorn.
Two other winners will receive S5 and see their work appear
in the same issue.
Submissions should range from 300-500 words
All entries must be received by Monday, February 10 through
campus mail or
e-mail at thorn@rose-hulman.edu
The contest is open to all students
Members of the Thorn and their families are ineligible
FOR RENT:..,...
2 bedroom and efficiency for rent. Call
for details 232-3405.
Apts. for rent on S. 6th St. 1-6 bdrms.
available. Very nice, lots of extras,
Sharp Flats LLC. 877-1146.
Female needing roommate to share
expenses. $300 a month plus $150
deposit. References requested. For
more details see Luann Hastings in the
financial aid office or call ext. 8483.
House Mates Wanted $300 plus
deposit per bedroom and your share of
electric, cable & phone bills plus a
share of housekeeping/ lawn cam gets
you superb, quiet, country living;
kitchen privileges, etc. No indoor dogs
or smoking please. Larry or April
@(812) 235-9629 or Susan @ (812)
4-3511.
)Ohno. small I-bedroom at 2314
ibash. Heat and central air included.
"',one 234-1668.
3 Bedroom Duplex. Appliances
luded w/ dishwasher. 1-1/2 baths.
ly decorated $455/ month. 1 1 1 S.
-th St. Call 235-8573 afternoons or
6 479 c enings.
.EVENTS: 
C me to AMERICAN BAPTI,1'
STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Thursday,
stress fracture, and then center
Sarah Gordy had to sit out the game
with a toe injury.
Manchester's run-and-gun
offense was too much for the Engi-
neers. and the Spartans went on to
an 88-54 victory. Rose was able to
string together some good offense
in the loss, however.
Fulk tied a career high with 18
points, and Speich followed closely
behind with 15. Becky Smith
scored a career-best 13 points in
only her second start of the season.
St. Mary's 82, Rose 45
St. Mary's
PLAYER MIN FG 3Pr Fr RE PFTO A TP
Sandine 33 2-10 0-0 0-0 5 4 3 2 4
McGill 29 8-17 0-0 2-2 11 0 2 218
Albrecht 17 3-8 0-0 5-5 8 0 2 1 11
Peterson 10 1-3 0-0 1-2 2 0 2 0 3
Nikes 27 6-13 0-1 0-0 5 2 1 312
Schiller 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Whalen 14 2-2 0-0 3-5 0 1 0 0 7
Haigh 3 0-2 0-0 0-0 1 0 1 1 0
Hoban 17 1-5 0-1 3-4 5 1 2 4 5
Banko 18 6-10 0-0 1-2 4 1 4 013
Griffin 15 2-6 1-1 0-0 6 3 2 1 5
Balck 13 2-6 0-1 0-0 0 2 2 0 4
Team 4
Totals 200 33-82 1-415-2051 14 2114 82
Rose-Hulman
PLAYER MIN FG 3PT
Speich 37 9-252-10
Gray 29 3-5 0-0
Gordy 26 1-5 0-0
Fulk 32 2-10 1-3
Smith 35 2-10 0-0
Winters 6 1-2 0-0
Kundrat 4 0-0 0-0
Eash 10 0-1 0-0
Schwartz 13 1-2 0-0
Holt 7 0-0 0-0
Team
Totals 200 19-60 3-13
FT RE PFTO A TP
0-0 6 2 6 1 20
0-4 9 4 8 1 6
2-2 6 4 1 0 4
0-2 3 3 7 5 5
0-0 4 0 7 3 4
0-0 3 0 4 1 2
0-0 0 3 2 0 0
0-0 3 2 1 0 0
0-0 3 0 2 0 2
2-3 1 1 0 1 2
6
4-11 44 19 3812 45
1 2






Hanover 50 11 7
DePauw 4 1 153
Franklin 3 2 4 12
Manchester 2 3 7 10
Anderson 1 4 5 12
Rose-Hulman 0 5 2 15
January 25
Manchester 88, Rose-Hulman 54
DePauw 84, Anderson 40
Hanover 73, Franklin 55
January 28
Franklin 77, Rose 51
De Pauw 69, Manchester 51
Hanover 64, Anderson 48
Franklin 77, Rose 51
Rose-Hulman
PLAYER MIN FG 3PT FT RE PFTO A TP
Speich 40 10-27 0-6 2-4 6 4 5 522
Gray 31 2-5 0-0 0-0 6 4 3 1 4
Gordy 12 0-3 0-0 0-2 2 5 2 0 0
Fulk 40 3-13 1-4 3-5 5 3 5 210
Smith 39 2-7 0-0 3-4 4 0 2 0 7
Winters 4 1-3 0-0 0-1 0 0 1 0 2
Each 11 0-1 0-0 0-0 3 0 2 0 0
Schwartz 16 1-3 0-0 2-4 5 0 0 0 4
Holt 7 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 2
Team 6
Totals 200 20-63 1-1010-2037 17 20 851
Franklin
PLAYER MIN FG 3vr Fr RE PFTO A TP
Grube 18 2-8 0-2 0-0 5 0 1 1 4
Fulk 22 5-9 0-0 1-4 7 4 2 011
PucRett 29 3-8 0-2 6-814 0 4 212
Singer 28 9-13 0-1 1-1 2 2 4 319
Housand 29 2-11 0-4 4-4 7 0 1 0 8
Noel 15 1-6 0-0 0-0 3 2 2 1 2
Johnson 23 2-9 1-5 4-6 3 3 2 4 9
Dryer 20 3-8 0-0 0-0 5 4 0 0 6
Hassman 16 3-7 0-0 0-0 7 4 0 0 6
Team 5
Totals 200 30-79 1-1416-2358 19 1611 77
1 2
Rose-Hulm an  19 32-51
Franklin  27 50-77
Track shines at home
by Ryan Loftus
Sports Reporter
Rose-Hulman hosted their first
Early Bird Track meet last Friday,
and the Engineers won 13 events.
Kelly Barney sped to victory in
both the 60 and 300 yard dash, set-
ting school records. Other top per-
formers included Nikki Overman
with a first place in the 20-lb.
weight throw and Nikki Powell in
the 60 yard hurdles.
Powell's performance set a
school record of 9.64. She finished
the night with a third place in the 60
yard dash.
On the men's side, Ryan Loftus
qualified for the NCAA Division III
Nationals in the pole vault. His
mark of 16' 4-1/4" broke both the
Shook Fieldhouse and the school
indoor records. Both records were
, , 1,4 tr,;414C,4,07
i,e,.; .
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February 6, at 5 p.m. for a delicious
home-cooked meal. You don't have to
be American Baptist to come. All
students are welcome! Call the United
Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232-
0186 to make reservations by Feb. 5.
At 6 p.m. after the fellowship dinner
United Ministries Center is having an
OPEN MIC COFFEEHOUSE. We
need YOU to read, sing, play, act,
whatever! This is your chance to show
what you can do. Sign up to we can
plan our evening at United Ministries
Center, 321 N. 7th St., 232-0186.
Our CAMPUS & COMMUNITY
LUNCHEON SERIES begins
Wednesday. February 5, from 12 noon
until 1 p.m. This semester's topic is
"Work and the Meaning in Life." On
Feb. 5 Ms. Tara Williams, Director of
Family Services Assn., will present
"Redefinition of Family Life." Bring
your own lunch and join in the
discussion following the presentation.
BIBLE BAPTIST CHURCH
Worship: Sun. 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m. College & Career class:
Sun. 9:30 a.m. 25th & Margaret
Avenue. Transportation available 466-
5144. 
FOR SALL;
House tor sale: 58( 4. 13: • 2-
1/2 BA, 1/2-acre lot, 2366 sq. ft., very
large master suite, lots of storage, near
Meadows. Shown by appointment,
235--7557.
Never-been-used Kenwood Power
amplifier, model KAC624. Only asking
$120. For more information call 299-
9878 between 5:30-10 p.m.
Cyrix 5x86-120 CPU w/ Fan $50
Works on most 486 MB's Call Nick at
234-8512.
87 Ford Escort, 4 door, only 79.000
miles, just $2495. 249-9859.
79 Ford F150 Pickup 2WD $2000. 235-
9963.
1985 Honda Accord. $1200. One
owner. Cruise control, AM/FM
cassette, new tires, timing belt, master
cylinder. Runs well. In good condition.
Call x8151.
Western Flyer Special Edition 10-speed
bike. Excellent condition. Book rack on
back. Padlock can be provided. $40 or
best offer. Call Chris at 877-1358.
Looking for student interested in
earning extra money. Should have
knowledge with installing telephone
jacks and basic knowledge of
Macintosh computers. Call evenings:
235-9015. Corrc,..„.:1 Phone #.
previously held by Mike Brown.
In other field events, Nate Sub-
bert barely missed his personal
best in winning the 35-lb weight
throw with a toss of 49' 11-1/2".
David Lawrence won the shot
put with a throw of 45' 8"; this
effort was his second personal
best of the week.
Phil Reksel started off the
night for the runners by winning
the 60 yard high hurdles with a
personal best time of 8.13. This
victory was his second of the
meet after tying for first in the
long jump.
Arvont "The Thrill" Hill and
Tony "Mad Dog" Hinkle placed
1st and 2nd in the 300 yard dash
with personal best times of 33.65
and 33.72, respectively.












1:00 MUFC vs. Smashers
2:00 Nuggets vs. LCA 2
3:00 Speed vs. Mighty
4:00 No Good vs. Intensity
Level C, Division A
5:00 BSB vs. Steel
6:00 Speed vs. Toaster





10:00 Pike 3 vs. Hammer BC
Level B, Division B





10:00 Mr. E vs. Pike 1 BW
10:00 ATO vs. Pike 2 BC
Level C, Division C
10:00 Quantities vs. Posse BE





9:00 Seniors vs. Machine SE
9:00 Batman vs. Fiji BW
9:00 Pike 2 vs. Zeros BE
Level C, Division B
8:00 Crusaders vs. Pike 4 BW
8:00 Batesville vs. Joe's BE
9:00 Tenacity vs. Dec'cons SW
Level C, Division C
7:00 SAC vs. Fat Boys BE
,8:00 Bomb vs. GDI SW
8:00 Autobots vs. BSB 3 SE
Rec League
7:00 STAFAC vs. Skinner SW
7:00 Apathy vs. Village SE
7:00 Shorts vs. Speed BW
-0,70m-mcasownnpxv
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Get the #1
source on the Alaskan Fishing Industry.
Learn how thousands combine high
earnings & adventure with no experience.
For more information call : (800) 276-
0654 ext. A66731.
Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student
Organizations and Small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn





Anyone interested in starting a Blues/Jazz
band, please notify. I wish to start a band
that combines Blues Brothers, Dave
Matthews Band. and Santana. Need horns,
guitars, and percussionist. Contact.
David.J.Svesko@ rose- hu 1 man.edu.
TUTORS:
Sr Chem E interested in tutoring.
Available for MA. CM, CH classes. Any
costs negotiable. Call Dave at 232-7305.
0WrI5'
,
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words free
to Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and
student organizations. For submissions
of more than 30 words, each additional
word is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for the
first 30 words, then $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must be
made in advance; correctim s at our
expense on first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right t, refuse
advertising which the editors judge to
be discriminatory on the basis of race,
religion or sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities or
is in bad taste.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn
office, through the Thorn Box 2034, by
email-ing thorn@rose-hulman.edu, or
by calling the Thorn at ext. 8255.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the
Wednesday prior to publication. Runs
over one week must be renewed weekly
by contacting the Thorn office. unless
prior run arrangements have been
inade.
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'1 Grizzlies roar into Shook for ICAC showdown
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
Franklin comes roaring into
Shook Fieldhouse Saturday at 3
p.m. after a huge road win over
DePauw Wednesday to tangle
with Rose, fresh off a tough, 68-
63 loss to Wabash.
The Engineers had their four-
game winning streak snapped in
the game. Rose romped past
Manchester, 69-39, last Saturday,
and head into the second half of
the ICAC slate in third place with
a 4-2 league mark.
Rose did a great job of slowing
down the fast-breaking Grizzlies
in their first meeting this season,
a 61-54 Engineer victory at Fran-
klin on January 15. Rose head
coach Jim Shaw hopes for a
repeat of that kind of effort this
time around
"Franklin will try to push the
tempo and get us running up and
down the floor with them," Shaw
noted. "We've got to avoid turn-
ing the ball over 22 times like we
did last time."
With their 60-58 win over DeP-
auw, Franklin stopped their slide
which began with the loss to
Rose. The Grizzlies are now 2-4,
good for sixth place in the league,
and are 9-6 overall.
The Grizzlies are led by guard
Bart Hunter, who is averaging
14.2 points per game. Hunter and
Jason Sibley each had twelve
points in the teams' first meeting.
Bryan Egli led the Engineers with
18 points in that game.
The men's contest is the second
game in Saturday's women-men
doubleheader, which begins at 1
p.m. with the women's game
against Hanover.
Wabash 68, Rose 63
Wabash used a two-minute
spurt midway through the second
half to gain a small
lead, and they held off
a late Rose spurt to
hold on to a 68-63
victory.
Rose led for the
majority of the first
half, but Wabash
made a run to take a
one-point lead into the
locker room.
The Engineers slid




for Wabash as they
took the lead for good
with about ten minutes to go in
the game.
"They are a tough team to
defend, and they got away from
us for a two-minute stretch, and
basically beat us in that time,"
Shaw commented.
"It was one of those games
where every possession was hard-
fought and contested on both
ends by both teams."
The game was a battle for
supremacy in the ICAC, and the
Little Giants emerged as confer-
ence leader going into the second
half of the season. Wabash
entered the game as the second-
rated NCAA III team in the mid-
west region, and Rose was ranked
sixth.
"We played well, just not well
enough," Shaw noted.
Rose placed four players in
double figures in the game, and
they were led by senior forward
Troy Halt's 19 points and eight
rebounds.
Senior center Kent Murphy
was eight of nine from the floor
on his way to 16 tallies, and soph-
omore guards Bryan Egli and Joe




3 p.m. in Shook Fieldhouse
Rose-Hulman (12-6 / 4-2 ICAC)
E N.Q,Name ILL PPG RPG
G 10 Joe Puthoff 6-3 7.3 2.0
G 15 Patrick Grace 6-2 3.8 3.1
G 25 Bryan Egli 6-3 14.7 4.5
C 53 Kent Murphy 6-8 11.9 6.4
F 55 Troy Halt 6-4 15.1 7.0
Franklin (9-6 / 2-4 ICAC)
P Nu. Name ILL PPG RPG
G 14 Jason Sibley 6-2 9.7 4.4
G 32 Bart Hunter 6-1 14.2 2.3
C 34 Marc Steczyk 6-5 11.5 4.8
F 40 Jarrod Brett 6-4 13.4 4.0
F 52 Br. Berglund 6-4 6.1 4.4
Rose 69, Manchester 39
No one expected Rose to do
what they did to Manchester last
Saturday, but no Engineer fans
complained following their
team's 69-39 victory over the
Spartans.
Rose used Manchestet's poor
free-throw shooting to take a
twelve-point lead into the locker
room, and then the Engineers just
plain blew out the Spartans in the
second half.
"We played well and they
didn't, and when that happens in
this league you have that kind of
game," Shaw said. "They could
do the same thing at their place if
we're not ready to play."
Rose plays at Manchester in
their regular-season finale on
February 22.
Halt led all scorers with 19
points and 13 rebounds, which
clinched ICAC player of the
week honors for him (see story).
Murphy and Puthoff had 13
points apiece, and Egli added ten









Halt wins Player of Week thrice
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
After losing four starters
from last year's conference
tournament champion team,
many observers thought that the
Rose-Hulman men's basketball
team might be set for a rebuild-
ing year. However, what they
didn't count on, among other
things, was the emergence of
Troy Halt as one of the ICAC's
premier players.
Halt was named the league's
player of the week this week for
the third time this season. Rose
defeated Anderson and
Manchester in lopsided contests
last week, and Halt scored a total
of 35 points in those games.
Halt was customarily modest
when asked about the award, "I
thought I had a decent week, but
it wasn't that outstanding," he
said.
The 6'4" senior forward has
been a force all year long for the
Engineers, averaging a team-high
15.4 points per game and leading
the conference with 8.2 rebounds
a game in league play.
That didn't come as a surprise
to Rose head coach Jim Shaw. "I
knew Troy was going to have a
great year this year, and he hasn't
disappointed," he noted.
After averaging 10.3 points per
game in his first year as a starter
last season, Halt has assumed the
team leader role with ease this
year.
"He's expanded his role because
we have a different team this
year," Shaw noted. "Troy's pro-
vided great leadership, has been
our most consistent scorer, and has
emerged as one of the conference's
best players."
"I had to step up and be a
leader," Halt added. "It's been a
challenge for me to speak up."
Engineers' Winter Sports Calendar







































5 1 . 16 2
4 1 12 5
4 2 12 6
3 3 10 8
2 3 11 6
2 4 9 6
0 6 8 9
January 25
Rose-Hulman 69, Manchester 39
Wabash 88, Franklin 81
DePauw 57, Hanover 56
January 27
Wabash 96, Anderson 57
Manchester 123, Emmaus 34
January 30
Wabash 68, Rose-Hulman 63
Franklin 60, DePauw 58





Wabash 68, Rose 63
Rose-Hulman
PLAYER MIN FG 3PT FT RE PFTO ATP
Egli 31 3-10 1-3 5-6 3 4 3 212
Halt 36 8-18 3-3 0-0 8 1 1 019
Murphy 29 8-9 0-0 0-2 6 2 5 016
Puthoff 35 4-9 3-7 0-0 4 5 1 3 11
Grace 37 2-5 0-0 0-0 6 0 3 4 4
Burch 3 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0 0
Wydick 1 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Jansen 7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 0 0
Millington 2 0-1 0-1 0-0 0 1 0 1 0
Poehiman 8 0-2 0-2 0-0 1 0 0 0 0
Johnson 11 0-0 0-0 1-2 3 3 1 0 1
Team 3
Totals 200 25-56 7-17 6-1034 18 1510 63
Wabash
PLAYER MIN FG 3FT FT RE PFTO ATP
Tabor 34 6-14 0-110-104 0 0 222
Kopp 30 3-7 0-1 4-4 8 2 1 010
Jaryszak 20 3-8 0-0 0-0 0 1 0 2 6
Barrett 22 0-3 0-1 0-0 1 1 0 1 0
Kendrick 28 4-7 1-2 4-6 6 1 2 013
Gearheart 5 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 2 0 0 0
Estelle 22 3-8 2-5 2-2 5 4 1 210
Merrill 7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Flint 2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 0
Johnson 18 3-4 0-0 1-2 2 3 3 1 7
Latham 12 0-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 0 0 0
Team 3
Totals 200 22-53 3-1021-2432 14 7 868
1 2
Rose-Hulman  30 33— 63
Wabash.........  31 37— 68
Swimmers at North tonight
Rose-Hulman's swimming and
diving teams will try to build on
the momentum of their first dual-
meet victory of the season tonight
when they square off against Mil-
1 ikin University at Terre Haute
North High School at 7 p.m.
The Engineers' men's team
ran away from Benedictine for a
150-78 victory last Saturday.
Rose scored eight first-place fin-
ishes in the meet, including two
by Sean Valentine.
Valentine won the 50 and 100
freestyle, and also picked up a
second-place in the 100 breast-
stroke. Freshmen Matt Jackson
and Matt Ward won the 200 free-
style and the 200 individual med-
ley, respectively.
Two Engineer relay teams
came out victorious in the meet.
In the 200-yard medley relay, the
team of Chris Dunlap, Tim
Weller, Jeremy Feller, and Eric
Panhorst won in a time of
1:47.00. Ward, Ozgur Ozkay a,
Jeff Somers, and Matt Jackson
won the 200-yard freestyle relay
in 1:37. 20.
Jeff Epperson won the 1 and 3-
meter diving, and Chris Dunlap
won the 100 butterfly. Dan Peairs
came in second in the 1000 free-
style, and Valentine notched a
second in the 100 breast.
Rifle team goes postal
by Michael Ray
Head Rifle Coach
The last 3 weeks of practice
paid off for the rifle team this past
Saturday, as the team broke 2
school records that have stood for
nearly 16 years, tied another and
had another individual record
fall. The team smallbore score of
4429 and aggregate of 5890
broke the records set in the 1980-
81 season.
The 1461 air rifle score tied the
record set earlier in the year.
However, even with this great
performance, the team was 9
points short of defeating Ohio
State, who posted a total of 5899,
shooting a 4432 and 1467.
Senior Mark Fields led the
team and was the overall high
shooter at the match, tallying an
1131 in smallbore and 376 in air
rifle, which set the school record
for individual aggregate at 1507.
He was followed in smallbore
by sophomore Rich Price who
shot a personal best, senior Parke
Lucas, and sophomore Bryan
Rushing.
In air rifle, freshman Matt Per-
rer posted a personal best of 370
to back up Fields. Lucas and
Rushing rounded out the scoring.
The next 2 weeks of practice
should keep the team in tune for
the Intercollegiate Sectionals at
Xavier where the team is looking
to shoot a Top 20 score.
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Top Ten Lines Guaranteed to get Money
from your Mother this Weekend
10. I really thought the Packers would cover the spread.
9. Boy, $2.99 a minute really adds up, and up, and up.
8. I need some money now, unless you want to be a grandmother.
7. Blew all my extra cash on Meisterbrau and cough medicine.
6. I need to buy some flowers to thank the staff at Waters.
5. You can never have too many Tickle-me-Woodsie Dolls.
4. Have you checked the going street price of Crank lately?
3. I bent my pole. (Ryan Loftus only)
2. I can get a great deal on that special-edition, anatomically correct
Chewbacca doll.




Would the owner of the black
sedan (license plate SMV 838)
please move their automobile.
Security is preparing to tow
your car should it not be moved
immediately.
Rose-Hulman would like to
remind drivers that any spot
within a reasonable walking
distance to classes is strictly
off-limits. A good rule of
thumb is the "Skinner Test." If
residents of Skinner Hall feel
sorry for you, you are parking
in a proper spot and will not be
towed. (Residents of Skinner










Duck Avionics Division of Boeing
Corperation.
Feb. 1, 1997, 12:00P.M. the first ducks
are launched off of the deck of the
U.S.S. Enterprise
dunno, but the government is
paying for it.
Wow, these new transistor
radios can pick up AM and
FM. A - SC)"(1.  4;
bki
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•-•.(''•[-f That's great, but what,
ducks care about radio?





Please, brothers and sisters,
respect my process and listen!
Please, listen! i
e 1
Brothers and sisters, follow me
and we shall free ourselves of
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' Lets all learn
quack
to be our own
person today! quackquac
Will duck Oka-23115-6 convince the
other ducks? Will the other ducks tune





CA-ROL, COULD YOU CHECK




UM ... NONE OF THE
ENGINEERS CAN














WE'D LIKE TO SCHEDULE
A CELEBRATION FOR
THE. ENGINEERS WHO




rWE'RE. ALL AVAIL itaLE
ON THE SIXTH, NINTH,
TWENTIETH AND THE. j
TWENTY-F IRS)1/-.  



























T1-k AT'S THE ONLY
OM HE CAN DO IT.
ON THE TENTH
WE SHOULD
Do THIS
MORE OFTEN.
YEAH I
LIKE. CAKE,
IF 
